ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Wire Shelving And Carts

1. If you are using casters, insert caster stem into post bottom and seat firmly, using a rubber mallet. The caster
can also be seated by striking the inserted caster and post on a concrete floor. To install the self-leveling 		
feet, hammer the foot insert into the post bottom (Figure 1).
2. Position the square collet on all posts with the thinner portion toward the top of the post. Twist the collets 45º
and slide down the post to where the first shelf is to be placed. (Figure 2). Position the indicator line on the
collets with the desired notch on the post and twist the collets back into a square position, so that the collets
snap into place on the desired notch (Figure 3).
3. Placing a shelf on its edge, slide the top of the posts through the bottom of the shelf corner, so that the plastic
collets are covered by the shelf corners (Figure 4). Do not seat shelf corners onto plastic collets too tightly at
this point.
4. Place the shelf and post assembly upright, and position plastic collets for the second shelf to desired position
on the posts as described in Step 2 above.
5. Lower the second shelf over the tops of the posts, so that plastic collets are covered (Figure 5).
6. Repeat Steps 4 and 5 for all addtional shelves.
7. Beginning with the bottom shelf, firmly seat each shelf over the plastic collets by tapping the shelf corners with
a rubber mallet (Figure 6). A metal hammer may also be used to seat the shelves, if a protective piece of wood
is placed crosswise over the shelf at each corner. To avoid damage to shelves, use caution not to pound down
on individual shelf wires.
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Installation Of Shelving Add-On Units
Add-on units are designed to attach to shelves of a starter unit, so only two posts are needed. A linear, right
angle, or U-shaped shelving layout may be created using add-on units.
1. Install the bottom shelf of the add-on unit to the two posts, as done for the starter unit. The shelf must be
positioned on the posts at the same level as the bottom shelf of the starter unit.
2. Place provided S-hooks over the edge of the starter unit bottom shelf . Position the S-hooks 2 to 3 		
inches in from the width of the shelf (Figure 1).
3. Position the add-on unit bottom shelf over the S-hooks, so that the shelf edge rests firmly onto the
S-hooks, making sure that the S-hooks do not engage the mat of the add-on unit shelf. (Figure 2).
4. Lower the another add-on on shelf over the tops of the two add-on posts, and position it at the same level of
the second starter unit shelf.
5. Repeat Steps 2 through 4 for this shelf and remainder of shelves, working from lower shelves to
higher shelves.
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